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Neo-Nazis Are Tearing the Furry World Apart
A putsch, death threats, sex offenders—just because people dress up like animals doesn’t mean their fights aren’t
human.
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The war began when a fascist party and its armband-clad leader led a putsch. Antifascists

mobilized in response. Threats of violence ensued.

Then the Rocky Mountain Fur Con canceled all future events.

The Fur Con is an annual summit in Denver, Colorado, for “furries,” people who present

themselves as animals, from donning full-body fur suits to adopting “fursonas” for their

character. And just as in the rest of America, a lot of furries resemble Nazis lately.

In Colorado, this splinter group calls itself the Furry Raiders. In 2016 the Raiders sent fur

flying when they reserved a large block of Fur Con hotel rooms, sparking a fight that has

lasted a year and led to death threats, allegations of tax evasion, intrigue around a suspected

sovereign citizen, and the discovery of a sex offender on the Fur Con board. On Monday, Fur

Con leaders chickened out of the convention altogether.

The Furry Raiders’ leader, a man named Foxler who dresses in a fox suit with a Nazi-like

armband (no swastika, only a paw print), told The Daily Beast the convention’s cancellation

all stems from a big misunderstanding.

“You could say a whole bunch of unfortunate events led to the particular issue,” he said.

Foxler claims he’s not trying to evoke Hitler, never mind his name (a combination of “Fox”

and his supposed surname “Miller”), his Nazi-like armband (he says is based on a character

in an old video game), or pictures of him throwing his arm up in a Nazi-like salute (an

accident, he said).

Foxler recently tweeted at white nationalist Richard Spencer, and posted about “aryan” dogs

online, though he says his group has no political agenda.

Fascist furries are nothing new, but until recently, “they were rare individuals who were more

interested in uniform fetish than espousing Nazi ideology,” Deo, another furry told The Daily

Beast.

But the rise of the alt-right has ushered in the #AltFurry, a hashtag under which right-

leaning furries can organize, and the uninitiated can encounter more cartoon rabbits in Nazi

uniform than they possibly expected to see in their lifetimes.

So-called alt-furries are also organizing offline in groups like the Furry Raiders, which Foxler

leads. Although the Furry Raiders “do not have any political agenda or stance as a group,” the

group says on its website, many wear the same armband as Foxler. Foxler says he’s never

paid much attention to World War II history, and didn’t notice the similarities.

But Foxler’s claims aren’t enough for many mainstream furries, who accuse him and the

Furry Raiders of being far-right and using strong-arm tactics to manipulate Colorado’s furry

scene.

“They are an organization with a very confusing past and a very confusing history,” Zachary

Brooks, chairman of the Fur Con told The Daily Beast. “The community had taken a lot of

issue regarding some symbolism that the head of the Furry Raiders had chosen to utilize for

his group. It was causing a lot of controversy.”

Every year, Fur Con reserves a block of hotel rooms for convention-goers, who rent out

individual rooms for the August convention. But in 2016, the Furry Raiders snatched up a

large portion of the reserved rooms, in what other furries condemned as a power grab.

“When I realized what hotel it was gonna be at, I went to the hotel the next day and signed up

for a corporate account,” Foxler said, adding he booked at least 30 rooms. “I had like a spare

10 extra rooms.”

Fur Con organizers and attendees were displeased.

“Despite direct communications with them, the Denver-based group known as the Furry

Raiders declined to drop their reservations at the Crowne Plaza,” Brooks wrote convention

attendees in a statement last April. “We have exhausted all of the means that we have to

officially try to get them to release the rooms, but we’re sorry to say that neither the

convention nor the hotel currently have policies in place to prevent this behavior, though we

strongly disapprove of it.”

“It ended up being a significant portion of rooms that prevented our other attendees from

coming in and enjoying the convention,” Brooks told The Daily Beast. “It was seen by many

as a malicious act by them to try to control who could and couldn’t attend. So that’s what

really began the controversy with them.”

Outrage at the overbooking led other convention-goers to research the group holding the

hotel rooms hostage, a former organizer named Newlyn said. And when furries started

investigating the Furry Raiders, they said they uncovered ties between the group and leaders

of the Fur Con.

“I think that particular situation was a start to the overall cause-and-effect that followed,”

Newlyn told The Daily Beast of the hotel room dispute. “Announcement of investigations led

to people inside and outside the Convention doing their own research, leading to the outlash

of public opinion regarding [the Fur Con], and the need for change in the community.”

And in the ensuing months, the furry community did some soul-searching. While the

#AltFurry hashtag grew in popularity at the tail end of 2016 and into 2017, a left-wing

movement rose to meet them. The antifa furry movement coalesced around a rallying cry of

“Nazi Furs Fuck Off,” and began organizing to block perceived Nazis from furry gatherings.

In January 2017, the Furry Raiders’ hotel putsch was still on some anti-fascist furs’ minds

when a group began discussing the Furry Raiders on Twitter.

“My friend made a tweet and I responded with a joke saying ‘can’t wait to punch these nazis,’”

Deo said.

Deo said she had not planned on attending the Fur Con. She wrote the tweet days after

President Donald Trump’s inauguration, during which a protester had punched Richard

Spencer in the face, inspiring a viral video and a meme about punching Nazis.

Then someone on Twitter told Deo she would enjoy watching Deo get shot at the convention.

Deo reached out to Fur Con organizers to warn them of the gun threat. The Marriott hotel

where the convention was scheduled to take place also learned of the threat. The hotel

consulted with Denver Police who deemed the exchange a credible threat. The Marriott asked

Fur Con organizers to provide a security force, which would have cost over $20,000, about a

third of the convention’s operating budget, according to Brooks. But Deo said the convention

organizers were slower to respond.

“I emailed RMFC [Rocky Mountain Fur Con] security to warn them of the threat,” Deo said.

“RMFC never responded to my email.”

Instead, Deo received a strange letter in the mail late last month. Snail mail is a big deal for

furries, many of whom choose not to reveal their real names, let alone their home addresses.

And the notice—purportedly a cease and desist order—that found its way to Deo’s home was

full of threatening pseudo-legal jargon. It was signed by Kendal Emery, the Fur Con founder

who still sat on the convention’s board.

Introducing himself as a member of the Fur Con board, Emery claimed to be “in possession

of what appears as False statements issued by you and your other potentially damaging

criminal activities causing substantial commercial injury damages against us and ours and

possible other plaintiffs including but not limited to Furry Raiders… and many other yet to be

discovered and named in a possible class action lawsuit as we continue to investigate these

potential crimes.”

Emery also blamed Deo for the gun threat she received, and accused her of incitement to riot

and “criminal activities such as creating an entire meme… that we are something we are not

which may rise to the level of felonious activities.”

Finally, the letter banned Deo from Fur Con.

At the bottom was Emery’s red fingerprint, a symbol sometimes used by members of the

sovereign citizen movement, who believe themselves independent of the U.S. legal system.

“My first thought was it was a fake letter, sent by someone trying to threaten me,” Deo said.

“But I looked into it and the letter sent on behalf of RMFC by Kendal Emery was real. So I

talked to a few lawyers, who explained how the letter was crazy bullshit. I hired one to write a

response letter anyway, even if there was no need to reply to this sovereign citizen mess.”

She also tweeted a copy of the letter. Furries were quick to point out its irregularities. The

letter banned Deo from ever attended the Fur Con, a significant move from Emery, who had

previously boasted of never banning conference attendees, according to Dogpatch Press, a

furry news site. Furries began sifting through old stories of Emery’s past and speculating

whether he was a sovereign citizen.

In an interview with The Daily Beast, Emery denied being a sovereign citizen.

“I am a citizen of the United States,” Emery said. The red fingerprint at the bottom of his self-

issued legal letter, “just means it’s me that wrote it.”

Brooks said Emery had written the letter, but that it had Fur Con’s blessing.

“The letter was initiated by him,” Brooks told The Daily Beast. “The board was aware of it,

but he made the final decision to send it.”

Emery’s account was slightly different. “That was the opinion of the whole [Fur Con] board,”

he said of the decision to ban Deo and send her the wild legal threat.

The letter’s ambiguous origin led some furries to speculate that the Fur Con was over-friendly

with the Furry Raiders, whom the letter named as possible plaintiffs in a class-action suit

over Deo’s tweets.

Deo offered up what she said is evidence of Emery’s association with the Furry Raiders, a

video showing Emery and Foxler play-fighting at the 2016 convention. Emery told The Daily

Beast that he and Foxler were friends, but said that friendship did “absolutely not” contribute

to his decision to ban Deo.

Alarmed by the letter, furries demanded greater accountability from the conference,

demanding the Fur Con disavow fascists in their ranks.

But when they dug into the convention and its leaders, they found other problems.

Until recently, the Fur Con claimed to be run by a 501(c)(3) nonprofit, but furry news site

Flayrah found that the convention’s parent company had its nonprofit status revoked in 2011

by the IRS for “failure to file a Form 990-series return or notice for three consecutive years.”

(Brooks told The Daily Beast that, while they had lost their federal tax-exempt status, they

were still registered as a state nonprofit in Colorado.)

Then the furries learned Emery was a registered sex offender for his 1993 conviction for

sexual contact with a minor. Emery’s past had been something of an open secret since 2008,

when furry forums got wind of his criminal history and he stepped down as head of the

convention in 2008.

“They decided to drag up my past, which has nothing to do with this,” Emery told The Daily

Beast, chalking the furries’ motivation up to “when you are losing an argument, you do your

best to discredit your foe in any way you can.”

On Monday, it was announced Fur Con was canceled—possibly for good.

“Last month, we were faced with a sudden and drastic increase in security costs amounting to

more than a third of our entire existing operating budget,” Brooks wrote in a statement. “This

cost increase stemmed directly from the very public threats of violence against one another

by members of this community, as well as the negative backlash from misinformation spread

about the convention, its staff and attendees. Therefore, Rocky Mountain Fur Con 2017 is

officially canceled. I will no longer continue to subject my staff and our community to the

lies, hate, violence and slander that was disseminated by a small, vocal minority.”

If the statement was vague about who it considered to be the “vocal minority” spreading “lies,

hate, violence and slander,” Emery was not. He told The Daily Beast that Deo’s joke about

punching a Nazi, and not the threat of a gun led police to declare Fur Con a security risk.

“First of all, the person who [made the gun threat] wasn’t a Furry Raider, and second of all, if

it was, all she said was it would be funny if somebody did bring a gun shot you,” Emery said,

adding that, “I don’t think that would be funny, I think that would be tragic.”

“All the stories about ‘oh, we closed because I’m a sex offender,’ ‘we closed because of tax

evasion,’ no,” Emery said. “We closed because of the violence.”

Former attendees said the closure came as a disappointment. “I’ve gone to this con in the

past and sincerely enjoyed myself,” one person wrote on the Fur Con’s Facebook page after

the cancellation. “I’m sorry to see it crash and burn due to utterly incompetent leadership.”

“I am saddened by the shutdown,” Newlyn, the former volunteer, said. “It has affected a large

number of people not only here in Colorado but around the world, some of whom could only

attend RMFC each year due to real-life responsibilities. I have eight years of great memories

from this Convention, and I’ll cherish them forever.”

Even though she hadn’t planned on attending the convention, Deo said the experience has

been rattling.

“I’m upset they threatened me, called me a criminal, made up lies, impersonated an attorney,

and are trying to make the villain for speaking publicly about the letter they should never

have sent,” she said.

Brooks said he has no plans to start a new convention, and Emery said he “will not be

involved in another convention ever.”

For now, the Colorado furry community’s alt-right and anti-fascists will have to hash out

their differences outside the convention hall.

“The main issue that led to the shutdown was the conflict between the Furry Raiders and the

antifa furs,” Brooks said. “It was not what we wanted to do.”

Foxler said he doesn’t understand how the situation got so out of hand.

“I’m really furry,” he said. “I don’t see human problems.”
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Whoever cast Susan Sarandon—the politically-outspoken, Bernie-supporting progressive

Hollywood icon (or Hollywood elite, depending on which side of the political divide you ask)

—as the matriarch of a family of country music artists in a show that would air on Fox of all

places is a mad genius. Or so I thought when I first heard about Monarch, the network’s new

drama series premiering Sunday.

Turns out, the series is exactly what I just described. Not much more, not much less. Well,

except for one glaring deceit: Susan Sarandon is largely and vexingly absent from the show

she’s being billed as the runaway star of. It’s a confounding choice for a series that’s banking

on reeling in viewers by hitching itself to her fame, but one that will ultimately make more

sense for viewers once they tune in.

The problem is that when Sarandon isn’t on screen, the other characters do little more than

wander around with their hands in their pockets waiting for Mama to return. That’s how bad

the show’s thinly written plot structures and rote, soapy twists are. After the six episodes

provided for press, I was left with a pit in my stomach, a lump in my throat, and one

resounding thought: Monarch is proof that the network drama is dead.

Let me explain that statement, because I know it’s a dramatic one. Since the turn of the

millennium, network dramas have been on a slow, steady decline. The century started strong

with major hits like The O.C., Veronica Mars, Ugly Betty, and Desperate Housewives, but

the rise of streaming shifted the entire paradigm.

Suddenly, networks found themselves struggling to create compelling television in a new

landscape where they were competing with streaming originals that weren’t beholden to past

standards and practices and outdated FCC guidelines. For a while, at least, things remained

somewhat hopeful. There was Scandal and This Is Us, and even for all of its embarrassing

schlock, Fox’s Empire was a ridiculously soapy hit for its first couple of seasons.

But Fox, along with all the other major networks, has been trying to stave off the drama

decline for years. 2021’s Filthy Rich, starring Kim Cattrall as a televangelist preacher with a

sordid history, was canceled five episodes into its 10-episode run. It seems as though any

tries at more inventive original programming can’t avoid a similar fate Those who still watch

network television’s drama series have made one thing abundantly clear: They enjoy police

procedurals, medical dramas, and shows where firemen save the day—and that’s all.

It’s admirable that Monarch is trying to stake a halfway point somewhere between

monotonous public-servant programming and something more exciting by watering down

Empire’s premise and adjusting it for a demographic that’s still tuned in; it’s just too bad it

never capitalizes on all the potential that could be mined from the ruthless, heartbroken

music genre at its center.

Monarch introduces us to the Roman family, led by Dottie Cantrell-Roman (Sarandon) and

her husband, Albie (Trace Adkins). Together, they try their best to keep the family dynasty

intact, despite the best efforts of dueling daughters Nicky (Anna Friel) and Gigi (Beth Ditto),

and a spitfire son, Luke (Joshua Sasse). Dottie has spent her life and career undermining her

daughters’ musical ambitions, but has finally decided that she’s ready to relinquish her crown

if one of them can prove a worthy successor.

While it’s certainly enjoyable to watch Friel and Ditto butt heads, there seems to be no

narrative justification for the spats beyond pitting these women against each other and

watching what happens. Neither of them seems to be that attached to bolstering the family

legacy. Their ambivalence is another mark against Monarch’s flailing believability.

The show’s grand musical moments do, however, provide a handful of bewitching moments.

Friel has some surprisingly formidable pipes, and Ditto is a wonder onscreen—as compelling

an actress as she has always been as a singer. I was never bored watching them cover country

classics—just deeply confused at the murky context of the songs’ appearances in the show.

In Monarch’s second episode, Dottie and Nicky cover Shania Twain’s “Man! I Feel Like A

Woman!” together onstage. “Wow, that was a great cover,” I thought to myself. Moments

later, a Shania Twain cameo completely throws every fact I’ve held dear in life into question

when she tells Nicky that Dottie swiped “Man! I Feel Like A Woman!” out from under her as

soon as Twain got the suspicion that it could be her big hit. This one single moment sent me

into such a tizzy that I’m still working to recover. How is Shania even Shania in the universe

of Monarch without the earth-shattering power of “Man! I Feel Like A Woman!” to shepherd

her? It was like watching Julia Roberts play herself in Ocean’s 12 all over again.

That’s only one of Monarch’s many indecipherable choices, which range from tiny lines of

throwaway dialogue to major character decisions so mind-bogglingly ridiculous that I was

floored by how little the show entertained me through them all. The series boasts not a single

interesting style choice (an orange lens flare over a sweeping shot of a mansion does not

count, no matter how many times they try) or uniquely-written character. Even Gigi, who is

queer in the show just as Ditto is in real life, seems like her sexuality was a last-minute ploy

to give the show extra social credibility. Making Beth Ditto—lead singer of one of the most

audacious rock bands of the 2000s—perform “Born This Way” as a token gay character is a

hate crime as far as I’m concerned.

The show seems to enjoy spoon-feeding messaging to its audience in this way. It’s the kind of

drama that runs away from nuance. “What the heck is my sister hiding?” and “Mama, what

are you hiding?” are two lines plucked directly from the show, word for word. We could get

those questions across with the look on an actor’s face, perhaps, but Monarch is going to

stick them in the script so there’s not even a smidgen of a chance that even the most oatmeal-

brained viewer could misunderstand what’s going on.

And I’ll give it to them: sometimes that felt good. It’s not hard work to watch and even enjoy

Monarch. It’s a show that’s not meant to be good—hell, I’m not even sure it’s meant to be

wild enough to be fun. It’s just supposed to be schlocky, easy-to-follow nonsense. It’s never

trying to appeal to any crowd outside of those who scraped the bottom of the television barrel

and found themselves watching 200 episodes of Blue Bloods, or coming-to after six straight

hours of Criminal Minds. Monarch is laundry-folding television, absolutely perfect viewing

for stacking sweaters straight from the dryer.

The hallmark of a good country record is confidence: confidence in your heartbreak, your

family, your revenge, your horse, your alcoholism, or your tractor. Perhaps that’s the chief

reason for Monarch’s disconnection—a total lack of confidence. It can’t decide whether it

wants to be silly or serious, dramatic or droll. In that vein, it follows suit with almost every

other network drama to pop up over the last five years, trying its best to sow a seed of an idea

into a full season’s harvest, only to reap rot. How fitting that the sorrowful song we’re singing

to network dramas as we lower the casket comes as an old-fashioned country goodbye.
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